
Jingdezhen 景德镇
By Tracey Yeh, ACM MV



Jingdezhen is a most 
familiar name
But it could be a most unfamiliar place to many 
of us, so let’s explore now…



Where is 
Jingdezhen?

It is in Jiangxi province 
(江西省) which is located in 
the southeast of China.

Yangtze River flows 
through the north of 
Jiangxi, and Guangdong 
province is at the south.



Where is it in 
Jiangxi?

It is in Fuliang county 
(浮梁县) which is in the 
northeast of Jiangxi 
province.

It is located at the south of 
Chang River (昌江) which 
flows westward to Poyang 
Lake.



Critical Success Factors 
• Pottery Clay (陶土) was in ample supply all around the town

• China Stone (瓷石) was available from nearby areas.

• Kaolin Clay (高岭土) was discovered 40 km away and it was widely 
used starting in Yuan Dynasty to provide the solid structure for 
porcelain body & beautiful form.  Before Yuan Dynasty, it was very rare 
to have big dragon fish tank (龙缸) or very tall vase.

• Pine woods (马尾松) in the mountains provided abundant fuels for 
kilns, they were ideal because pine woods contained lots of oil inside 
their tree trunks.  

• Chang River provided transport for the raw materials to reach the 
kilns and the finished products to ship out. (1)



The Center of Excellence in Jingdezhen -
Imperial Kiln Bureau   (御窑厂)

• In Yuan Dynasty (1271-1369 CE)，Kublai Khan (元世祖忽必烈) 
established Fuliang Porcelain Bureau (浮梁瓷局) in 1279 CE.

• In Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 CE)，Hong Wu Emperor (明太祖朱元璋) 
established The Imperial Utensil Bureau (御器厂) in 1369 CE.

• In Qing Dynasty (1636-1911 CE), Shun Zhi Emperor (清世祖) 
established The Imperial Kiln Bureau (御窑厂) in 1644 CE.

• This bureau was not a commercial organization, it existed to deliver 
the finest porcelain for imperial palace with very little regard for cost.  
It embraced all kinds of innovations, focused on pursuing exquisite 
quality and was the center of excellence for porcelain production.



The Ultimate Control of
Imperial Kiln Bureau   (御窑厂)

• This bureau reported directly to the Imperial Court.

• In Ming dynasty, the bureau chief was often eunuch from Emperor’s 
inner circle, and had sometimes caused problems.

• In Qing dynasty, Imperial Kiln Bureau was still under direct 
supervision of Imperial Court but the role of the bureau chief was 
upgraded to a formal official position, managed by capable officers.  
Emperor would assign 2 officers to the bureau, 

– The bureau chief (督陶官): to receive the orders from the Emperor’s inner office and 
ensure timely execution and delivery.

– The deputy chief (协办官): to manage the porcelain production of the imperial kilns 
from end to end and ensure the excellent quality of the throughput.



The Location of
Imperial Kiln Bureau 御窑厂

• The bureau was meticulously built on the 
top of Zhushan (珠山), a small mountain 
in the center of Jingdezhen overlooking 
the town and surrounded by 5 small 
mountains in 5 directions – Five Dragons 
Offer the Pearl (五龙献珠) a most 
auspicious fengshui.  The yellow orange 
roof building is called Dragon Pearl 
Pavilion (龙珠阁)。
– 5 small mountains -马鞍山，五龙山，金鱼山，
旸府山，雷公山



The Layout of
Imperial Kiln Bureau   (御窑厂)

• It occupied a space of 54,000 square 
meters and covered the processing, 
producing, transporting and managing 
facilities, and demonstrated the complete 
structure of porcelain-making and the 
scale of production with imperial kilns. 

• It has its own judicial system and its own 
efficient and meticulous management 
practices with authority coming directly 
from imperial court.



The Leadership of
Imperial Kiln Bureau   (御窑厂)

• “The site revealed the basis of imperial kiln establishment, exquisite 
porcelain-making techniques and advanced management skills. The 
layout reflects the great impact of the imperial kiln on the growth of 
porcelain industry, and the official supervised porcelain-making named 
“molding by imperial kiln and firing by civil kiln” (官搭民烧), recorded 
by ancient books and records. These elements illustrated the prominent 
position of imperial kiln in porcelain-making industry.”(from: UNESCO 
World Heritage Center). (2)
– It all started in 1433, in the era of Xuan De Emperor, when the Ming court had 

increased the order to 443,500 pieces of porcelain. To fill this huge order, the added 
production capacity needed to come from the civil kilns nearby and Imperial Kiln 
needed to quickly provide the know-how to up-grade the quality of civil kilns in 
order to assist with the production of the imperial order. 

• It is safe to say that without Imperial Kiln Bureau, there will be no 
world-renowned Jingdezhen today.



The Role of  Civil Kilns (民窑)

• The civil/private kilns existed in Jingdezhen for the domestic and export 
markets. Private kilns made wares that were in fashion and acceptable 
to foreign buyers. On these wares individual potters display their own 
styles of painting based on personal interpretation of traditional motifs, 
making them lively, innovative and individual.

• Often these export wares by private kilns have been described as 
‘unrefined,’ and they were not able to produce quality ware. The truth is 
the private potters were as commercial as they were then as they are 
now, they quickly adapted to a flexible strategy for niche markets. Their 
freely sketched motifs and thick bodied ceramics maybe are ‘unrefined’, 
but they are certainly truly ‘international.’

• After 1911 when Qing Dynasty was overthrown, and surely, the 
civil/private kilns became the dominant players in Jingdezhen.



How Did It All Begin? 
The Story of Names
• Before Song Dynasty:

– Jingdezhen started ceramic production in Han Dynasty (206 BCE-220 CE) (and 
was called Xin Ping Zhen (新平镇), Chang Nan Zhen (昌南镇), Tao Yang Zhen (陶阳
镇). (3)

– In Tang Dynasty (618-907 CE), it was well known as Chang Nan Zhen as 
mentioned in the book “The History of Jingdezhen Pottery” (景德镇陶录) written 
by Lan Pu (蓝浦): during Tang Dynasty, a person called Tao Yu (陶玉) of 
Jingdezhen offered local-made porcelain to the imperial palace and it looked just 
like jade, and was called imitation jade (假玉).”  Often we heard local people saying 
that Chang Nan was actually the root of the word “china.”

• In Song Dynasty (960-1279 CE):  
– In the reign of emperor Zhen Zong (宋真宗) of Jingde Reign (景德元年 1004 CE), 

the court decreed that existing private kilns fired quality wares for imperial use 
and that the pieces should be marked with ‘Made in the Jingde period’ on the base. 
The town (zhen) was thereafter known as Jingdezhen and the earlier name of 
Chang Nan was gradually forgotten.   This was again mentioned in “The History of 
Jingdezhen Pottery” (景德镇陶录).



Highlight of Jingdezhen Pottery - 1

• Green Porcelain (青瓷) 
– In Tang Dynasty, its green porcelain was made of white clay, thin body with glossy 

green surface like imitation jade.

• White Porcelain (白瓷)
– In Song Dynasty, Jingdezhen was the earliest kiln in Jiangnan to fire white porcelain, its 

clay very fine-grained, its translucency and whiteness of body were both high.

– Prior to the arrival of Yuan Dynasty, many potters of Ding Kiln (定窑) moved to 
Jingdezhen to avoid the invasion of the Jin Dynasty (金朝 1115-1234 CE) , this talent 

inflow had helped Jingdezhen to excel in its production of the white porcelain. (4)

• Qingbai Porcelain (青白瓷): its first historical accolade!
– Qingbai porcelain was invented in Jingdezhen during the Northern Song with the 

Hutian Kiln’s (湖田窑) products being the most outstanding.  Hutian’s Qingbai ware 
was white as jade (白如玉)、thin as paper (薄如纸)、ring like chime (声如磬)、明如
镜 (bright as mirror). That is why, it is also called the jade of Rao (饶玉) and Rao 
referred to Rao Zhou Prefecture (饶州府) that governed Fuliang county & Jingdezhen.



Highlight of Jingdezhen Pottery -2

• Blue and White (青花瓷)
– During Mongol invasion of northern China, it appeared that Cizhou potters (磁州
窑工) from present-day Hebei province migrated to the south and assisted in the 
technical and decorative achievements of porcelain making in Jingdezhen. The 
Cizhou potters’ technique of painting with iron black oxides before glazing had 
given birth to the cobalt decorated wares of Jingdezhen. This transfer of 
technology resulted in the best known ceramics of all time - blue and white 
porcelain. (5)

– It was the Yuan dynasty (1271-1369) under the rule of Kublai Khan that had 
significantly expanded the maritime trade.  Due to high demand of blue and white 
porcelain from central/west Asia, cobalt blue was imported from Persia to 
Jingdezhen with the required design.  Yuan Blue and While (元青花) is the most 
sought-after porcelain nowadays. In July 2005, a piece of Blue and White Jar 
called  “Guiguzi Coming Down the Mountain (鬼谷子下山)” from Yuan Dynasty 
was sold in London auction house for USD27.7 million.  Please note we can buy 
half a ton of gold with this amount of money!!!  Yuan Blue and White is the gem of 
Jingdezhen’s porcelain production.

– From 16 to 18 centuries, Blue and White had become the must-have’s for the 
nobles, the upper-class and even the middle-class in Europe.  In 1719,  this fever 
was called “China mania”, a term coined by Daniel Defoe in his book “The Farther 
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe.”

Guiguzi
Guiguzi



72 Processes in the Porcelain Production 

• It was mentioned in the book “Tian Gong Kai Wu” (天工开物: 中篇·陶埏)
written in 1637 CE (in Ming Dynasty) by a scientist named Song Ying 
Xing (宋应星) that “A piece of clay needs to go through the effort of 72 
pairs of hands in order to become a piece of porcelain, I cannot reveal all 
the trivial details. (共計一坯工力，過手七十二，方克成器，其中微細節目尚
不能盡也.)

• What are these 72 processes?  The details of the 72 processes were 
researched and then illustrated by the ceramics master of Jingdezhen, 

– Mr. Tang De Gui唐德贵大师:创作的制瓷七十二道工序 (6)

• I share the processes with the drawings done by an anonymous 
illustrator from Guangzhou in Qing Dynasty. (7)



1 勘山 19 铲泥 37 捺水 55 调泥

2 烧矿 20 踩泥 38 补釉 56 挛窑
3 运石 21 揉泥 39 配釉 57 看色
4 碎石 22 做坯 40 塗釉 58 选瓷
5 樁石 23 修模 41 淡描 59 擂料
6 制浆 24 定型 42 混水 60 格色
7 取泥 25 利坯 43 捏雕 61 起稿
8 制不 26 印坯 44 刻花 62 拍图
9 船载 27 剐坯 45 驮坯 63 搓料
10 存行 28 取釉 46 挑坯 64 画瓷
11 烧碳 29 削坯 47 修匣 65 填色
12 配釉 30 接坯 48 装坯 66 写款
13 炼泥 31 棒坯 49 加表 67 满炉
14 镀匣 32 晒坯 50 满窑 68 烤花
15 验匣 33 盪釉 51 挑柴 69 汇色
16 送厂 34 吹釉 52 烧窑 70 挑瓷
17 化不 35 蘸釉 53 开窑 71 茭草
18 陶洗 36 浇釉 54 装篮 72 装桶

72 Processes of Porcelain Production (唐德贵大师) 



• #1 Survey the mountain
• #2 Fire the surface mines
• #3 Transport the stones from 

the cave
• #4 Break the stones before 

shipping



• #5  Pulverize the stones 
with water-driven pestle



• #6  Process the clay



• #7 Extract the Clay



• #8 Form the Bricks



• #22 Form the clay body



• #29 Trim the clay body
• #32 Dry up the clay body 

in the open area



• #33 Rinse the glaze in the 
inner side of the ware

• #35 Dip the ware in glaze 
liquid for outer surface of 
the ware



• #48 Place the clay body 
into the saggars

• #49 Stack up the saggars 
to the top

• #50 Load the kiln 
orderly



• #52 Fire the Kiln



• #53 Unload the kiln
• #54 Pack the wares into the 

basket after cooling



• #64 Draw the overglaze 
design on the wares

• #65 Fill up the colors on 
the wares

• #66 Write the reign mark 
on the base



• #67 Put the overglaze 
wares into the kiln

• #68 Bake the decoration 
on the wares



• #71 tie the wares in 
bundles with straw of hay.



• #72 Pack into the wooden 
pails.



Transportation#1

• All Jingdezhen ceramics (to Beijing or to the remote foreign lands) started 
their journeys on the Chang River in the small dingy boats. (8)
1. The first transit point was at Poyang Lake (鄱阳湖) where the cargo was 

transferred to larger boats that proceeded through the lake into the Yangtze River (
长江) and downstream to Nanjing (南京). 

a) From there some of the boats crossed the Yangtze River to Yang Zhou (扬州)

– Followed the Grand Canal (大运河) and its associated waterways north to reach Beijing (北
京) -- a dangerous journey of about 1,900 kilometers. 

– Embarked on the sea route to the faraway foreign lands.

b) Other boats went south on the Grand Canal to reach Hangzhou (杭州), a journey of 
1,000 kilometers. 

– From Hangzhou, some boats went with other rivers and waterways coupled with some 
overland transport allowed porcelain cargoes to reach seaports as Zhangzhou (漳州), 
Quanzhou (泉州) and Fuzhou (福州) in Fujian province, and to Wenzhou(温州) in Zhejiang 
province. 



From Chang River
To Poyang Lake 



Crossing the treacherous 
Poyang Lake



The Grand Canal (隋唐大运河)
It was built in Sui Dynasty (隋朝581-619 CE)
and started from Luoyang (洛阳)
- to Xian (西安)
- to Beijing (北京)
- to Yangzhou (扬州) and Hangzhou (杭州)



Transportation#2
• The most cumbersome but most frequently used route in the 17th and 

18th centuries ran from Jingdezhen to Guangzhou (Canton) in 
southern China was the route began in Poyang Lake and proceeded 
up the Gan River (赣江) to Nanchang (南昌). Re-loaded onto smaller 
river boats, the porcelain cargo would then continue upstream to 
Ganzhou (赣州) which is 122 meters above sea level. 

• From Ganzhou, continuing on the smaller rivers, the cargo boats 
eventually reached the southern border of Jiangxi province, they 
needed to cross over the Meiling Ancient Pass (梅关古道) in Dayu
County (江西大余县). 





The Gan River is famous 
for its 18 dangerous 
rapids (赣江18 滩)：
– from Wan An (万安) to 

Gan Zhou (赣州). (9)

Two experts are vitally 
needed in the boat and 
along the river bank:
- Navigator (滩师)
- Boat trackers (纤夫)



Here the porcelain had to be hand 
carried over the Meiling Ancient 
Pass梅关古道 (10)
• The route was mountainous, a 

stretch of some 30 kilometers 
with high point over 1,000 feet 
above sea level.

• A porter took more than 9 
hours to cross the Pass.  Most 
of the ceramics were carried on 
a pole over a man’s shoulders, 
or on a pole between 2 men.

• In average, each porter carried 
ceramics twice of their body 
weight.



Transportation#2
• After the Meiling Pass, the goods were again re-loaded onto small 

boats that navigated the winding narrow upper reaches of the Bei 
Jiang River (北江) connecting to Zhu Jiang (珠江) before reaching 
Guangzhou after a cumbersome, time-consuming journey of about 
1,400 kilometers. From Guangzhou, the porcelain embarked on a 
long journey to foreign land.  

• In 17th and 18th centuries, the golden triangle of porcelain trade was 
Jingdezhen, Guangzhou and London.



Where were these Talents in Jingdezhen from?

• From middle to late Ming dynasty, Jingdezhen ran a very 
booming porcelain business and attracted workers from 
various neighboring counties.

• These early arrivals of workers from different places 
formed clan societies to take care, to protect one another 
and also to share knowhows of porcelain production 
among themselves. (11) (12)
– Duchang (都昌): Build and manage the kilns, more than half of 

Jingdezhen’s current population have their ancestral families 
traced back to Duchang.

– Leping (乐平): Make saggars
– Fengcheng (丰城): Carve porcelain sculpture
– Fuzhou (抚州): Make non-standard porcelain piece



Who were the latecomers to Jingdezhen?

• The latecomers to Jingdezhen were workers/traders 
from Anhui (安徽) or we can call them 徽州人.

• In early days, 徽州人 sold Kaolin clay, glaze stones (釉
果), and fire woods collected in mountain areas and 
shipped via Chang River to Jingdezhen.

• Then they added the trading of fabrics, medicines, oil, 
salts, staple food, groceries, dry goods, tea, and ran tea 
houses, restaurants and pawn shops and became the 
most powerful merchants, and they were the sole 
providers of essential services in Jingdezhen.



This is the map of south of 
Anhui Province, sorry I could 
not find the English one. Just 
note the following 3 names:
1) 歙县 (pronounce = Shexian): 

the famous inkstone, 
inkstick, hub of woodblock 
paintings for Chinese novels.

2) 黟县 (pronounce = Yixian)
3) 婺源 (pronounce = Wuyuan)

Both 2) and 3) ran major 
trading in Jingdezhen.



徽州人: Contributions to Jingdezhen

•徽州人 being the powerhouses of different trades had 
naturally transformed and became the powerful owners 
of money houses (钱庄) and provided the very 
important financing services to the ceramics workshops 
(制瓷作坊) in Jingdezhen. (13)

•徽州人 brought to Jingdezhen the templates of 
woodblock paintings (of 歙县) of all the famous 
characters in Chinese classical novels to be painted on 
the surface of blue and white, this feature had become 
an unsurpassed competitive advantage that Jingdezhen 
had over its competitors in porcelain industry. (14)



Recap of Jingdezhen presentation
• Its geographic locations

• Its critical success factors

• Its Imperial Kiln Bureau

• Its civil kilns

• Its names

• Its porcelains

• Its 72 processes

• Its transportation

• Its people



Endnotes
1) It is written in the first paragraph in the article “Jingdezhen, the porcelain centre of the 

world: A short description of the history, developments, transport and production of ancient 
Chinese porcelain.” http://www.thewanlishipwreck.com/jingdezhen.html and this article is 
part of the Wanli shipwreck catalogue: "The Wanli Shipwreck and its Ceramic Cargo“ by Sten
Sjostrand 2007.

2) It is in the article “Imperial Kiln Sites of Jingdezhen” published by UNESCO 2017 in its World 
Heritage list nomination. https://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/6265/

3) It is recorded in the History of Fuliang County that “Xinping began to fire pottery in the Han 
dynasty” and from Notes on South Kilns in the Qing dynasty that “Jingdezhen Town in 
Xinping is located to the south of the Chang River and pottery wares were made there from 
the Han times.” See Liu Xinxin, The Prosperity and Characteristics of Qingbai Porcelain in the 
Song Dynasty, in Chai Kiln & Hutian Kiln, 2004, page 45. (Publisher etc. in Chinese only. ISBN 
7-80674-591-2.)

4) After Northern Song was conquered by Jin Dynasty (金朝), one group of potters in Ding Kiln 
moved to Jingdezhen and one group moved to Jizhou (吉州) of Jiangxi, the attached link is in 
Chinese only. https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/83611143

5) It is recorded that during late Jin Dynasty (金朝) and early Yuan Dynasty, lots of potters in 
Cizhou moved to Jingdezhen and their techniques of paintings were transferred and paved 
the way for Jingdezhen’s blue and white dominance, the attached link is in Chinese only.  
http://www.njtyltl.cn/a/zuixinxinwen/555_30.html

http://www.thewanlishipwreck.com/jingdezhen.html
https://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/6265/
https://zhuanlan.zhihu.com/p/83611143
http://www.njtyltl.cn/a/zuixinxinwen/555_30.html


Endnotes
6) It is written in this newspaper article that in 2004, Master Tang De Gui after an effort of 18 

months by visiting many ancient kiln sites, survey Yaoli and Kaolin mountain, and 
interviewed many local potters and related ceramic workshops in order to completely 
capture and illustrate graphically the 72 processes that were mentioned in “Tian Gong Kai 
Wu (天工开物: 中篇·陶埏).” The link here is in Chinese only.  https://kknews.cc/zh-
sg/culture/9jzbo8l.html

7) I first saw this series of drawings in a TV program on Chinese porcelain by BBC & Victoria 
and Albert Museum, the program showed several pictures of these drawings and I was able 
to source these drawings in the following website and it is in Chinese only. 
https://kknews.cc/culture/eyl64or.html The 34 drawings illustrated the process of 
porcelain production in 18th century.  These paintings originated in the painting studios in 
Guangzhou of Guangdong province.

8) It is written in the article “Jingdezhen, the porcelain centre of the world: A short description 
of the history, developments, transport and production of ancient Chinese porcelain.” 
http://www.thewanlishipwreck.com/jingdezhen.html and this article is part of the Wanli
shipwreck catalogue: "The Wanli Shipwreck and its Ceramic Cargo“ by Sten Sjostrand 2007. 
Please look it up in the paragraph heading of “Transportation.” 

9) “Gan Jiang 18 rapids” was reported in the “The Chinese Three Gorges Magazine (中国三峡杂
志)” in June 2020.  This magazine focuses on reporting Chinese river geography and its water 
control. https://dy.163.com/article/FGA85MRF0512B61E.html

l

https://kknews.cc/zh-sg/culture/9jzbo8l.html
https://kknews.cc/culture/eyl64or.html
http://www.thewanlishipwreck.com/jingdezhen.html
https://dy.163.com/article/FGA85MRF0512B61E.html
http://www.njtyltl.cn/a/zuixinxinwen/555_30.html


Endnotes
10) It is mentioned in the Volume 1 of the book “Chinese Economic History up to 1949”(2 

volumes) by Michael Dillon, on page 543-549, “(37) Transport and Marketing In the 
Development of the Jingdezhen Porcelain Industry during the Ming and Qing Dynasties .” 
(Publisher: Global Oriental, ISBN 978-1-905246-52-6)

11) It is written in the periodical published in 2000 “The Study of Chinese Social and Economy 
History (中國社会经济史研究)”, on page 79. the details of Jingdezhen’s population and their 
origin were clearly provided. (Publisher: University of Xiamen and in Chinese only). In the 
Chinese paragraph below it mentioned majority of Jingdezhen residents are originally from 
Duchang. 虽然“烟火十万家”并无统计上的根据,但景德镇在清代中期时已成为全国中等移民
工商城市似无疑问。 ... 据调查, 1949 年时景德镇城区尚保留有建昌、饶州、吉安、
抚州、丰城、都昌、瑞州、奉新、南昌、临江等江西各地会馆,其数量远在 ... 而在来自
江西各地的移民中,都昌人占有多数, “按景德镇窑户多都昌人,本府与抚州府及安徽之
婆源县祁门县习其业者十仅一二, ... 笔者在考察时发现,在今景德镇城区话与浮梁话、
乐平话、波阳话之间,其方言情况比较复杂,为便于说明问题,笔者暂把该地带称为方言
过渡带



Endnotes
12) It is written in the book: “China on the Porcelain – The Story of Jingdezhen, the porcelain 

capital”  (瓷上中國——景德鎮「瓷都」文化物語”), written by Hu Ping (胡平), published by 
Chinese Bookstore (中华书局), ISBN 978-988-8571-66-6 （page 172), please click the link 
below to see the description in Chinese that Duchang people (都昌人) are experts at making 
porcelain and managing kilns, 

https://books.google.com.sg/books?id=cdyVDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA172&dq=%E6%99%AF%E5%B
E%B7%E9%95%87+%E9%83%BD%E6%98%8C%E4%BA%BA&hl=zh-
CN&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjjrNLC9_zqAhXHfH0KHbFuB7sQ6AEwAnoECAMQAg#v=onepage&q=
%E6%99%AF%E5%BE%B7%E9%95%87%20%E9%83%BD%E6%98%8C%E4%BA%BA&f=fa
lse

13)This Chinese article is regarding Hui Zhou merchants providing financing services in 
Jingdezhen.  This is from the website of Jingdezhen Ceramics Institute. 
http://www.jdzmc.com/Article/Class12/Class36/8640.html

14)This article is on the influence of Hui Zhou woodblock painting to Jingdezhen blue and white! 
http://www.jdzmc.com/Article/Class12/Class36/16573.html

https://books.google.com.sg/books?id=cdyVDwAAQBAJ&pg=PA172&dq=%E6%99%AF%E5%BE%B7%E9%95%87+%E9%83%BD%E6%98%8C%E4%BA%BA&hl=zh-CN&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjjrNLC9_zqAhXHfH0KHbFuB7sQ6AEwAnoECAMQAg#v=onepage&q=%E6%99%AF%E5%BE%B7%E9%95%87%20%E9%83%BD%E6%98%8C%E4%BA%BA&f=false
http://www.jdzmc.com/Article/Class12/Class36/8640.html

